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Celebrating!) Years As A Lrader In Higher Education.
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Novo University

In Memoriam

FRANCIS
McCAHILL

Ottober, 19HO

In Memoriam
Nova Joins
ABRAHAM
Educational Consortium
For the first time in South Florida's history,
the presidents of seven area colleges and universities met to discuss ways they could make
the operation of their respecti ve institutions
more cost-effective, and, through cooperative
planning, to better serve the higher educational needs of the people of South Florida.
The occasion was a luncheon meeting of
the South Florida Educational Consortium
whose members now include Nova Univer·
sity, Broward Community College, Florida Atlantic University, Florida International University. M iami-Dade Community College,
Florida International University, and the University of Miami.
Dr. Hugh Adams, president of BCC and
this year's president of the Consortium,
emphasized that each member institution will
retain its autonomy and has "agreed to
disagree" with ot her members whose views it
does not share. " But there are some areas
in which cooperation will benefit all of us. and
those are the kinds of things this Consortium
.!P<iJ:li

u·£]

will address itself to," he said. "The Consorti um itself is a unique marriage of efforts. If
we can find ways to operate with increased
economy and efficiency then we will have
served our purpose."
Dr. Richard Konkel , Executive Director of
SFEC, outlined five priorities which the Consortium will explore in coming months. The
first is to find ways to improve cost-effectivcness through joint bidding. cooperative purchasing, and/or coordination of public information services; the second is to work on a regional master plan Ihal comple ments lhe
state's efforts in that directi{)n; the third is to
work with community ~roups and agencies in
an effort lO develop ac tion plans to help underprivileged groups in the communlly; the
fourth is to work to enhance the quality of
education in South Florida, possihly throu,gh
joint academic programs, cross regist ration
and cooperative career planning and guidance:
and finally, the Consortium will explore ways
to increase student access to educational
opportunities of the widest possible variety.

A new law cou rse titled "Trial Tactics and

Stralegy" which begins January 19, 1980, is
being called by its originator "The finest law
course taught anywhere, any time, in the
history of the world."
The course, which covers every aspect of a
trial from initial client interviews to final arguments and jury instructions, will be taught by
Stanley E. Preiser, Esq., of Charleston, W.
Virginia, one of the nation's most dynamicand successful- trial law yers.
In order to give his students an even deeper
understanding of the trial process, Mr. Preiser
has invited some of the most prominent trial
lawyers of our time to guest· lecture every
Monday of the term.
Among the guest lecturers are: Melvin Belli,
F. lH lUiley, H,,~ld Price Flhrin,,,, and Hlrr} M.

Philo.
For further information, call Dean Ovid lewis

al522-2300.

A •• Medical-Legal Seminar" which will explore such provocative topics as Personal Injury, Wrongful Death, and Medical Negligence, will take place Oct. 9 and 1 0 at Hotel
Pier 66, Fort Lauderdale. The seminar is one
of a continuing series on various professions as
they interface with the law, sponsored by
Nova's Division of Continuing Legal Education.
Among the featured speakers are: Dr. Harry
Rein, adjunct professor of Medicine at the University of Florida Medical School; Henry B.
Rothblatt, noted criminal lawyer and co-author,
with F. Lee Bailey, of many important articles
and reports; Christian D. Searcy, member of the
Continuing Legal Education Committee of the
Florida Bar Association; and Sheldon Schlesinger I attorney.
The next seminar sponsored by N ova's
CLE Division is titled "Government Construction Contract Law", and takes place
Nov. 13 and 14 at the Sheraton Yankee
Trader Hotel. Fort Lauderdale.
For further information, call Roland Graff at

522-2300.
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It's Ready
A pride of Presidenls - Ilefllo righl) Henry King Sianford, Uni,ersily of Miami, Gregory Baker Wold, Florida
International University; Kenneth A. Michels, Florida Atlantic University Vice· President; A. Hugh Adams, BrowaJd
Communily College; Roberl H. McCabe, Miami·Dade Communily College; and Abraham S. Fischler, No..
University.

Early Childhood Conference Set
"To be and to become are the gifts young
children bear. How children change, who they
will become, what they are, how they interact
wit h others and the world in which they live
provide aU of us with an insurance policy for
the future.' I
So wri tes Dr. Joan Gelormino and her colleague, Dr. Judith laVorgna, in their invitation to
all teachers, parents and all ot hers who are interested in the educating of young children. to
attend the 25th annual FACUS (Florida Association on Children Under Six) conference,
which they are chairing.
The conference will be at the Diplomat Hotel.

Hollywood, Oct. 16-18.

CLE To Hold Medical,
Construction Seminars

. -.-

Nova University was nne of Abnihalll
Mailman 's principal cha rities. The visible
evidence of his generosity can been seen in
the two buildings named in his honor the Mailman-Hollywood Building and the
soon-to-be·huilt Mailman Family C~nler
the biofeedback lahorawry and thc Instit utc hlr Child Centl'red Education.
Mr. Mailman was a Chartl'r Memlx'r 01
Gold Key. an Honor<lry Trllstl"e of the
university Irom it!'. inception. and thc

~

hancas McCahill was a Charter
Member of Gold Key , a university support
group made up of civic and community
leaders, and a generous benefactor of the
university. He served as a financial advisor
to President Abraham S. Fischler, and was
one of Nova 's leading sl!pporters in the
Fort Lauderdale community.
His wife, Mary R. McCahill, is the
current chairperson of the Nova' University
Board of Trustees.

'Finest Law
Course' Begins

~.
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MS/CJ Classes
Starting
A new on-campus cluster for the Master of
Science in Criminal Justice begins Nov. 14.
Continuing on-campus students in the MSCJ
program, and on- and off·campus students in

rhe MBA/HRM/MPA programs, begin Ihei"r
classes Oct. 3 and Oct. 10.
Records for the continuing MBA/HRM/MPA students have been moved to the Mail-

man-Hollywood Building, Room 211. Call
475-7495 for further information.
Records for continuing MAPS students are
still in the Mailman-Hollywood Building,

Room 211. Call 475-7495 for further information.
Records for continuing MS/C] students are
housed in the Registrar 's office - Parker

Building. Call 475-7414 for further information.
For information on any of the masters level
programs offered by the Center for the Study
of Administration, call Pat jagiel at

475-7305.

A full schedule of activities has ocen
planned. Among the featured speakers are Dr.
(Continued on Page 3)

Early Child Care
Plans Open House

.• Are You Ready: A Survival Manual
For Women Return ing To School. hy Dr.
Anna Burke, has just been puhlished and is
now on $ale at D.,)ok stores throughuut th ...
country.
Locally. the hook is availahk' at the
Corner Book Exchangc on Davie Ruad.
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'Nova' To Be
At Boat Show
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"The Nova". a 46 foot sport fisherman
which was donated to the University, will be
on display at the Fort Lauderdale International
Boat Show at Bahia Mar, Nov . 6-10. Interested parties may view the boat at dock E-235.
Boats and yachts 'of every class are frequently. donated to Nova by businesses and individual owners. For further information
about Nova's yacht donation program. call

Key, a university suppon group, which meets
once a month at Le Club International. The
first meeting of the 1980·8 1 season will be
Tuesday, Oct. 14. The guest speaker is Dr.
Charles Finkl, Jr., Director of Nova 's Institute of
Coastal Studies. For funher information about
Gold Key, contact Mr. Huch.
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The Ed.D. Program in Early Childhood and
the Mast(!r·~ Pro,gram 10 Child Care Admini~
tration arc sponsorin,g a joinl Optn Hous('
during the FACUS (Florida Association for
Children Under Six) Cunf(:r<.'ncl· at the
Diplomat Hotd in Hollywood. ProsfX'ctiv('
students, current participants and graduate!'. 01
these Nova programs an: invitl'd to aHt.'nd .
The Open House will he held Friday. October
17 . 1980, from 5-7 p.m., at the "Nova"
Suite, Diplomat Hotel. HoUywooJ . Florida.
For further information, call Dr. Polly Ebbs at

Bud Huch al 475-7420.
Me. Huch is also the coordinator of Gold
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Goldberg Greets Press, .
Public At Law School Reception

Nova In Panama
Nova University is alive and well In
Panama, and making plans to expand its educationalofferings there.
It all started a few years back with two
Criminal Justice dusters, one undergraduate
and one graduate, and one MBA/HRM cluster, all coordinated by Joan Voyles. Now. five
different Nova programs are being offered in
Panama. with Mrs . Voyles still doing yeo-man's work as cluster coordinator and Jane
Whitney of CSA the newly appointed Liaison
Officer for all the university's Panama programs.
The programs being offered in Panama are:

INTENSIVE ENGLISH -

a non·credit

English language course given at laSalle Col-

lege, with a present enrollment of 120 students .
MBA -

currently operating its. second

cluster with 36 students. A new cluster is
scheduled for January. 1981.
BTM - The Bachelor of Science in Tech·
nological Management now has Cwo clusters,
eacp with approximately 30 students, and ex+
peets to begin a third in January, 1981 .
DPA - Bill Williams is the Cluster Director
of this program, the first doctorate program
Nova has ever offered in Panama.

LAW SEMINAR - Ron Graff, Director of
Continuing Legal Education , is planning a
Comparative Legal Seminar in November.
Several important guests will be present: Dr.
Abraham Fischler, the U.S. Ambassador to
Panama, the President of Panama, and other
notables in the legal field.
In coming months, and years, Nova will be
offering special seminars and certificate
courses in Panama.

Nova's Computer System
Is Among The Best

Justice Arthur Goldberg is interviewed by Channel 4'5 Karen Nash and several radio and newspaper reporters
at a press conlerence .t the law School.

A recently published report, HTimesharing
Decisions." by Real Decisions Corp. (ROC),
Stamford. CT., concludes that timesharing on
a DEC-20 computer system results in the
most computing for dollar expenditure. DEC+
20s netted the lowest cpu costs and emerged
as the front runner in all but three of 22
benchmarks.
According to Dr. George lawniczak, Manager
of Nova 's Computing Center. installing the
newest release of the TOPS- 20 Operating
System software in early July resulted in
significant improvement in computer

reliability and run production . Dr. Lawniczak
says that under the new TOPS-20, the
Computer is "up" far longer between
"crashes " · than previously. Even transient
power fluctuations do not have the same
negative impact on production as before.
He also attributes improved performance to
a recent staff reorganization and the hiring of
several new TOP+notch programmers. Those
interested in computer services should contact

Ms.

Chris

Posey (7637).

Technical

and

operational queries are handled by Mike Dolan,

(7633).

Become Computer-Literate

It w... fe ..t for the mind .. well .. the p.l.te .. lustice Arthur Goldberg delive" the opening remarks .t
the reception held in his honor .t the law School by the Student Bar Associ.tion.
Justice Arthur Goldberg also participated in a videotaped interview at the Learning
Technology Laboratory at which he responded to questions from three members of the Law
School faculit y. Michael Burns. Roben Marsel and Steven Wisotsky. The Moderator was Dean
Ovid Lewis . The videotape is available for viewing at the Law Center.

Dr. Knowles,
'Superstar'

Nova Law Library Offering
Services To Attorneys
The Nova Uni versity Law Library. 3 100
SW 9 A ve .. Fort Lauderddlc. is now offering
twO new services to members of the bar: a telephone photocopy service and a telephone ref+
erence se rvice.
The photocopy service is designed to sav('
attorneys' time and travd in obtaining the research material they need. Attorney_s who af(.'
associated with law firms may now call the
' Law_ Library and place orders by telephone.
The material will be copied. billed and mailed
to the firm. Orders may also be picked up at
the Circulation Desk. The cost of the service is
25 cents per page, and the minimum mailing
and billing charge is $2 plus postage. To place'

direct

telephone

l1l1e.

fhe

number

is

522·2300 ext. 115.
The Nova Univ('rsity La\\ Li brary cu rrently holds over 88.000 volumes. and subscribes
to 550 legal joumals.. h is e<;pec ially rich in tax
matprials_ international legal documents and
pracfice tools.

·Kornfeld Wins Award
Gary Kornfeld . a student at Goodwin Law
Cemer - Nova University Center for the
Study of Law, has been named winner in thl.:
annual Law Student Awards Program sponsored by Lawyers' Title Guaranty Fund of Orlando.

a photocopy order. call 522-2300.

KornfeI~'s
essay. "CONDOMINIUM
CLASS ACTION AND STANDING" was

The expanded reference service offers atwmeys ." in person" and ,. telephone assistance" from professional law librarians. The
Law Lihrary reference desk is now staffed from
8:30 a.m . t06 p.m .. Monday through Friday,
by experienced librarians who also olfer instruction in the use of the library and its research tools . For short, less involved questions. reference personnel may be reached by

judged by the University's law college faculty
as the best legal paper submitted on a subject
related to real property law. A $150 prize is
awarded to the winning entry in the contest
conducted at each of Florida' s law colleges.

Novo News is a publ ication ot . by. and for
the Novo community o Pl,d its mony friends . It
you ·.... e done someth "lg especiolly noteworthy lotely - goff E' I' 0 promolion. pub·
lished 0 paper or 0 boo k . completed an im ·
portont project . received on honor or award
- please not ily the NE'WS so thot everyone
( an shore your proud accomplishment .
Pleose notify the New s also il you change

your address , remem bering to include the
Center or Prograr':l you are or hove been
associoted with .
Novo News is publI shed 10 times a year
(double i ssues . Dec .· Jon . ond June July).

Ci rc ul ation is 31.00 0 .
Nova News
Nova University
College Avenue
Fo rt louderdale. Florida 33314
AL EXA NDER SCHURE . Ch once l lor
ABRAHAM FISCHLER . President
SHIRLEY GREEN . Ed itor , Nova News

305 /475 ·7417

Computers prove to be an excellent choice
for those considering a career change. There
are many facets in the field of Computer
Science. A person might decide to train to
operate the computer to write the instructions
(programming for a computer), to use computers in a business setting, or to design computers.
In order to meet the varied needs, the Corporate Division of Nova College has designed
two options within the Computer Science
Bachelor degree. The technical option provides [raining in programming and in hardware functions and design. The systems 0ption integrates job knowledge with applica-

Law School, A
Student's Perspective
Eliottupkin is a first-year student at Nova Law
School. Before that he was the manager of a
men's clothing store in New York, and before
that, a student at the State University of New
Yrok at Stony Brook where he earned his
B.A. degree in Sociology and Psychology.
This is how he views his new educational
experiences at Nova Law School thus far.
- An exchange
- An exchange of time for knowledge
- An exchange of dollars for books.
A sacrifice of freedom for change.
Change of an individual.
A broadening of the mind for perhaps a
little weakening of the body.
A lo t of caffeine for a lot of cases.
A voice-ing of opinion for the purpose
of mistakes, Mistakes soon to be
lorgolten in exc hange for a worth of
facts.
A system of th inking unbeknown to
others.
A stvle of words.
A power that mu st be dri ven onl y by
those who arc capable of its in+
terpretation .
.

Of. Malcolm Knowles, Dil l·ciOr of the Adult
Edu cati on Program in t he Centcr fo r Higher
Education . is one of the nation's best know n
and mos t respected authorities in the field.
If further proof of t hat distinction we re
necessan'. there- -5 the evidence that comt'S
from a survey of readers of TRAI N ING mag+
azine . (see August. 1980 issue, " Superstars
of HRD" by Ron Zemke).
Dr. Knowles' name appeared among the
top len educators who have had the . ' most impact on the field ", and among the top ten
educators who have had the " most impact on
your job" - this from non-graduate degree
holders and graduate degree holders alike .
Dr. Knowles is described in the magazine as
"Mr. Adult Learning... Wrote " Adult as a
Neglected Species" and "SeIf·Directed learning. " ..

tions of computers.
The new cycle of courses in this field, as
well as in Electrical Engineering and Electronic Technology, will begin October 20,
1980. In order to meet the needs of a number
of students, some courses will be offered during the day in the program. Beginning October 20, Computer Programming I will be offered in the day time and in the evening.
For
information call : Broward

475·7649/7650; Miami 940-6447 Ext.
765017649; Palm Beach 732-6600 Ext.
765017649 .
'

BTM-Growing Strong
It all started just one year ago wi th a pilot
program run by tht' Business Di vision of Nova

College.
Now the Bachelor of Science in T ech·
nological M J. nagement Program direnecl by
Dr. Debbie Rob in through th" Lifelong L\'Jrn i n~
Institute. boa~ts ten operating (or n:·r~'·sl'()n
to--be·operating) du sters both On-Gimpus. and
in Dade and Palm Beach Count ies. in Panama
and in J a m aic~.
The program -s success comes as no su rprise to Marion Wolfson, program coordinator,
who sees BTM as filling a pressing unmel
need in the community. Through BTM , technical people with A.5. degrees can study for
their bachelor ' s degree in management, without having to give up any of their previously
earned college credit or take time off from
their jobs. Classes are offered one evening a
week and occasional Saturdays over a two year
period.
For further information, call Ms. Wolfson

a(475·7330.

Irving R. Levine Opens
Executive Forum Series

~
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Nova 'College- Day Division
Begins Classes
by Nancy Skoda

Nova College - Day Division held an
Orie n tat ion/Regis tra tio n
M ee ting
on
September 5t h for all students beginning
classes on Septem be r 8 th. The enthusiasm of
the audience was apparent as Dr. Abraham S.
Fischler, President and Dr. James E. Smith, Director of the Day Division, welcomed the newcomers into the N ova commun ity.
T he group includes several students from
England. Canada. Jamaica. Puerto Rico and EI
Salvador. These students are genuinely interested in sharing in an academic adventure
wh ich will take them ou t in the real world so

Development team hard at work.
H ow do you go about improving the quality
of graduate leaching ? The staff of the Center
fo r 'the Advancement of education has de~
veloped, a plan that is not only innovative - it
is al ready providing evidence that it works.
Beginn ing with an offc ampus retreat ,
seve ral central staff members spent two days in
the conceptualizat ion and operational planning of a model for integrating the content of
twO or th ree courses into a single nine·credit
module of instru cti on, and for the use of a
ream of two or three instructors working togerher in a team-teaching arrangement . With
the encouragement of Nova's President,
Abraham Fischler, and with the marketing
strategies recommended by Stephen Goldstein of
the N ova administration, the total C.A.E. staff
then devoted over fi ve months to the develop- •
ment of the curriculum and to the marketing
of the new concept. Over twenty teams of adjunct instructors, with expertise in each of the
majors. worked with the C.A .E. . Curriculum
Office to develop a " Planning Guide " which
would help orient new instructional teams
around the state. T he result was GEM.
graduate education modules; which offers 16
different majors at the master's and educational specialist level for practicing teachers . A
complete graduate degree consists of five
separate modules providing a total of 36

semester hours. On Septem~r 6, 1980. the
new GEM program opened with 532 students.

Why GEM?
T here are many advantages to teamteaching and modu lar instruction. Instructors
have an opportuni ty to plan together before instruction begins, concepts can be integra ted,
and instructors can be used where they are
strongest.
Longer time blocks are provided for instruction, which mea ns more assignments can be
given, more feedback can be provided for students, more opportunities to shape behavior of
students are available. Differentiated staffing
gives some instructors an opportunity to
become team leaders.

Where To Next?
Now that GEM has been shown to be a
viable con'cept, additional majors will be
developed, and new sites will be introduced to
the GEM plan. The Center is also planning for
the de.velopment of a doctorate for classroom
teachers and the provision of .. guided study"
as an individual format using new technology
(microcomputers, satellites. etc.) to reach isolated students and to provide majors where
there are too few students in one major to support their area by itself.

I.R.P. - Something Old,
Something New ...
T he lnstitufe (or Re tired P rofessionals, If
group of over 100 retirees who look on thei r
new-found le isure time as a golden opportunity to expand their intellectual horizons. is
planning a season that prom ises to be the most
sti mulating and excitin~ in its history.
Classes meet four days a week in the Parker
BuilJing begin ning Oct. 27 . and trips that
combi ne learning and pleasure take place
throughout the year.
This year ' s schedu le includes several
proven fa vori tes: " Roun d Table" with ~eo
lsatson , "History" with Stuart Horn, " M usic"
wit h Carl KarpetiCin, and "The Best of Nova"
which this year includes lecturers from the
larger community . Among those lectu rers are
Dr. Carl Crawford, Provost of Browa rd Community College 's North Campus, speaking on
H A frica n Art."
Dr. Ellen Chandler, Direc tor of
BCC's Office of Cultural Affairs. speaking on
• ' Cultural Opportunities in Broward County," and Margaret Roach, Browa rd Woman of
the Year, speaking on " Black Culture."
There will be seve ral new programs as well:
" Foreign Affairs" based on the " Foreign
Policy" qu arterly magazine; " The Other
Side" with debates on topics such as " Freedom of Speec h for the KKK . American Nazis.
and Communists"; "Bilingualism as an Integral Part of our Educa tional System" ; "Recent American Social Changes ' '; . ' Capitalism
Viable ? Desirable?'\ and "E.R.A." .
Other courses include ' ' Philosophy" based on
the new book by Lasch titled''' The Culture of
Marcissism," "Crea tive Writing." " French
Culture" taught by Dr, Jean·Pierre Dens of
Florida Atlantic University, ., Art" taught by
Roger Hurlburt. Art Editor of the Ft. Lauderdale
News, and " Parapsyc hology" with Dr. Arthur
Berger of the Ph ysical Research Foundation,

Durham, N.C.

Co~erence (Continued from Page 1)
David Weikart, 'father ' 01 the nationally recognized Weikart Model; Dr. Robert Shirrmacher.
Professo r of Early Childhood Education at
Rollins College; Or. Jacqueline Davis, Associate
Professor of Child Development and Family
Life at the University of Alabama; and Circuit
Court Judge Aim Hastings.
Tou rs to early childhood centers in M iami
and Fort Lauderda le. a film festival, an au tograph part y with authors of books on display,
exhibits of both commercial and teacher designed materials, and a variet y of new learning
games are among the acti vities planned for the
conferees'.
For further information, call Dr. Gelormino at

475·7504.

•

they may apply class lectures and readings to
real-life experiences.
Dr. Smith introduced some of the key staff
who will be involved wit h the Day Division.
They are: Dr. David Barone - Behavioral
Sciences; Dr. Barry Centini - Science and Technology; Mr. Robert Dinkel - Advisor; Dr. Richard
Hillard - Social Sciences; and Mr. Steve Men·
donca - Humanities and Commu nications.
Both the faculty and administration of the
Day Di vision would like to take this opportunity to welcome the s,- udent body and
wish them success in this academic endeavor.

O n the travel scene. 10 I.R.P. members are
current ly attend ing a three-week A£rican
Study Program. They' re visit ing Senegal , the
Ivory CoaSt, Kenya and Egypt.
The Foreign Affai rs chairpersons are Goldie·

Schwartz, .Sidney Hodes and Libby Klinghofler;
"The Other Side" chairman is Hy Dubrow.
T he Director of l.R. P , is Marion Bell; the
Assistant Di rector is Max Salzman. For fu rther
information, call 475 ·7330.

New students listen intently to orientation speeches.

Upper Division Plans
Exciting Year
The 1980·81 school yea r promises to be an
exciting one for the Upper Di vision (grades
7-9) of the Universit y Sc hool, with new faces.
new courses and a host of new activities.

Sue Wiegl.y and Nelson Longtin of the English
Depa rtmen t an: del ighted to welcome two new
teachers: Ruth Davis, a graduate of the Uni versi ty of Vermont and Fa irfield University. who
has ta ught at the Alfred A lmond Cent rei l
School in Almond. N.Y.; and Debbie Hysell, a
graduate of Browli ng G reen State University.
who has taught in Sl.lndusky. O hio. Th e Of.....
partment is offering several .new courses.
among wh ich are "Journalism," " Litcra ry
Publications. " and' ' Study Skills. "
Jack Clifford and Ginger Simmons have moved
to the" M ath House." a Ma th Cente r for
grades 6-8 . T hree new teachers will join them:
Raelene Borman, a ,graduate of Webe r State College; Steve lefaire, from East Mic higan Univers ity: and Charlene Soloman, a graduate of Col-

Welcome To Nova

Sports, Activities
Liven School Calendar

T wo new people have joined the fac ulty of
Nova as Academic Program Coordinators in
the Human Sciences Di vision of Nova Col-

lege.
Ms. Irma Moore Cohen is the new Academic
Coordinator for the Community Services and
Administration program. She received her
B.S. in Politica l Science at Florida A & M and
her M.S. in Public Administration from FSU.
Ms. Cohen 's fo rmer positions include Institu·
tional Research Director and Registrar at
Florida Memorial College, Registration Coordinator at BCC Central Campus. Instruc tor
at both of these institu tions, administrative
positions with th ~ city of Hallandale, and urban consulting work. She has responsibility for
courses prefixed with CSA, Commun ity Services Administration; CR], Criminal Justice;
PAD, Public Administration; SSR, Social
Services; and SOC, Sociology.
Mr. Stephen Mendonca is the new Academic
Coordinator for Commun icat ions and
Language Arts; he also will be play ing a substantial role in the new Day Div ision of Nova
College. He received his B.A. in Philosophy
and Humanities from De Nobili College, India
and M .A. in English from U. of Poon, India.
H e will be receiving his Ph.D. in English from
M arquette U. Mr. Mendonca has been an instructor at M arquette U and U. of Wisconsin,
Milwa ukee and Direc tor of Special Projects for
Milwaukee County. He currently has responsibility for courses prefixed with COM ,
Communications, and LAN , Language and
Composition.
Karen A, Roehrenback, Law Librarian and
Assistant Professor of Law , is a gradu ate of t he
University of Delawa re and Rutgers University. She has bee n a librarian at Pennie, Edmonds. Morton, Taylor & A dams in New
York ; Assistant Librarian, Federa l Reserve
Bank of New York; head of Public Services
and A ssociate P rofessor. Rutge rs University
School of Law; and Assistant Di rec tor, Massachusetts Conti nuing Lega l Ed ucation.
Welcome to N ova!

hy Coilcgc and Harva rd .
Kl.Xlkie Stone, who has be('n teaching in the
Middle House. will now teach in the Upper
Division, along with Sherill Cerniglea, Thl'y' ll be
work ing on Iheml's suc h as ' Thl' cil'crions'
and' A merica a." a Mehi n.L: Pot ' and a nl'W
cou rse ti tled " Indepcnt!en t Sucial Stutiil's Explorations ' ·. a resea rch ctlU rS('.
lou Taylor and newcom('r Pa t leBland (who
fo rmerly ta u,l.!ht in St. Elizahclh) wi ll oc' ll'ac.h·
ing Occano~ rap h y . Chc mi ... try <tnu Physical
S«.:icnce. Other n:t urnin,l-: tt'ache rs inclmll':
Betty Gaynor - Spani."h; Charles lelfouch Fn.: nch: Karen Sucevan - Ll'arni ng Anilities:
Barbara Kraut - Readi ng Lah; Charles St. Clair Pertorming Arts: Jack Cavell - Band: Debbie
Gill - Chorus: Mike Terpak - Phys ica l Edu ca·
tion; ami lynne Grigas - Art .
With all these aJJi tions ami c ha n ~es. it' s
hound to he an exciting yea r for the UPfx'r
Div isi()fi. nf)t es Bill Vogel, Assistant Dire(t (Jr.

It' s almost a truism that students enjoy
school more and learn more when they arc involved in ex tra-curricular activ iti('S. A t the
Uni ve rsi ry School, ext ra-curricula r acti vities
are an inextricable part of the total educational
process. and faculty. staff, parents and st udents alike sU'pport these activities enthusiastically.
Ron Brennan, the new Director of Athletics
and Student Act ivities. is de lighted with the
students' response to the school' s sports and
acti vities programs, even at this early stage in
the school year. " Fall sports at the Uni versity
School are off to an excellent start," he says.
citing 83 students in grades 7-12 wh o came
out for the three major Fall sports during the
first week of school.
The Un iversity School is a member of the
South Atlantic Coast Confe rence, whic h is
made up of Class 1A private schools in Dade,
Browa rd and Palm Beach Counties. The
school also belongs to the Florida H igh School
Activities Associa tion.

Youthgrants
Now Available
T he Youthgrants pro,gram of the National
Endowment for the H umanities wi ll offer over
100 cash awards across the nati un this fall to
young people in thei r teens and early twemie... ,
includi ng many college and unive rsity students. to pursue non-cred it, our -of-the-class·
room projects in the hu manities. T he dead line
for submission of completed applica[ion... is

Fall sports ind ude girls volleytrdll. girls and
boys cross (·oumry. boys soccer. and boy...
wrestlinx. Winter sports include gi rl..; ami boys
rreishtball anJ girls and buys golf. Spring
sport" incl ude girls and hoys track and field.
gi rls softhall. boys haseha ll. and girls and boys
h'nnis.
Then then: arc lill the other extrac urricular activit ies and clubs open to the st u'
dents. These incl ude: sw imming. racquetball,
('hecril'aliing, exercise, National Honur Society, Student Government . Key Club. Internati onal Club, a rt, French (ooking. Yearoook.
newspape r. photography, drama . math and
c hess. Assemblies, awarJs banquets and
sc h oo b pon~ored trips add a fu rthl'r dirpension
to the k·.u ning experiences enjoyed by all the
children at th<: Uni versi ty $('hool.

School Lunch
Assistance Available
For the sixth yea r. The Universit y School
at Nova University is pa rticipati ng in the National School Lunch Program for Preschool

th rough Grade 8 children.

If you are interested in t he program 'pleast'
write before Oct ober 15th. to: Youthgrants
G uidelines, Mail Stop 1(>3-c. National Endowment fo r the Humanit ies. Wash ington,

Chil dren from fam ilies whose income is at
or below sca le are eli gible for free milk and for
meals free or at reduced price. Children from
fa milies whose incomr is greater than scale
hut who ha ve unu sually high medical bills,
shelte r costs in excess of 30 percent of .their income. spec ial education expenses due to the
mental or physica l condition of a child, or
disaslor or casualt y losses. may also qualify fur
lunch assista nce.
Those who feel they may be eligi ble for
these benefits and wish furthe r information
may call Denn is fanning, Business Manager at

D.C. 20506.

The Univers;ty School. 475·7506.

November 15. 1980.
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GUIDE TO --PEOPLE IN THE NEWS--NOVA UN IVERSITY
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
BACHELOR' S
B.S. degrees in:
Accounting

D av Division

47 5-7360

Busi ness management
CommunicatIons
Commu n ity Ser vice A dministration
Po litical Science

Evening D ivis ion

47 5-7340

Pre-Law
Psychology

Coral Springs
475-7725

B.S'/Technological Management

475 -7330

B.S. <legrees offered through the Corporate Division
Electrical Engineering
Electronic Technology

475-7650

Mathematics
Bas ic Electronics

Advanced Electronics

MASTER'S
4 75-7646
475-7646
475-7440
475-7487
475-7445

Computer education
Computer Science

475 -7 563

Counseling
Criminal Justice
Education '
Gerontology
Health Education
Human Resource Management
Human Services

47·5-7559
475-7690
47 5-7440
475-7559
475-7440
475-7646
475-7555
475-7677
475-7559
475-7559
475 -7559

Lea rning Resources

. Psychology
Psy<:.homt!try

School Guidance

EDUCATION

SPECIALIST

Ed .S: degrees in:
School Psychology

O cean Sciences
Oncolo~y

Nova University also operates a private school for Prc-Kindergartt:il
through Grade 12

Dr. Russell SnIder (formerly of . Ocean
Sciences) and his fa mily reached the Marquesas Islands in the Seuth Pacific at the end
of June. The Snyders had set sail e n New
Year's Day aboa rd their hememade, 36-foot
ketc h . '·Cats pa~" 'O n the first leg 'Of a fi ve-year

I

475-7306
475 -7690

Repo;ts, etc., dene in my he me.

Oberammergau

Passien

Play,

15

days,

$ 1598. Sum mer, 1980. Early-bird' discount.
Wholesale Tours, 13270 SW 68 St.. M'laml ,
FL 33183.
TYPING - Experienced Legal Se~c retary willing

OW

475-7550
475-7440
475 -7487
475-7314
475-7500

475-7670
475·7336
47 5-7588
475-7487
475-7487
475-7430
475-7409

FIB' f
OCU ty ne s.

L._ __

Be on the lookout for Michael
Richmond's review of Lord Denning's
book The Discipline of Law in the forthcoming issue of the Nova Law Journal.
Professor Richmond is chairman of the
Faculty Recruitment Committee and
also teaches legal writing and legal drafting this semester.
Professor Jon A. Sale continues to
serve as chief assistant United States attorney for the Southern District of
Florida . Sale was the government's chief
prosecutor in U.S . v. Fedorenko, which
involved allegations of war crimes allegedly committed by a guard at a Nazi
death camp during World War II. The
Supreme Court of the United States recently granted cert. in F edorenko and
· should hear the case in the fall.

ROOMMATE FINDERS INC.

able. 72 1-3108.

HELP WANTED - Fast-food store~ needs friendly
pe rsen . S rowa rd Ma ll. Call

473-9290.

HUMANISTIC ASTROLOGy WORKSH' lP - " Personality Profiles" will be giv, 1 by Audrey
Landrine, Certified Professiena I Ast roleger.
sta rting Oct. 15th (3 evening essions). Participams will construct and int rpret their indi vidual profiles. (Psychclogic: I correlatie ns
will be made). Fee 11 5. or infe call

584-4 524.

News?

CUI

you'r expenses in

half. Find yeur compatable roommate. South
Florida's largest and fastest. Fer infermatien,

call Broward (Tues .• Thu rs., Sat.) 563-6667;
Dade (Mon.-Sat.) 448·5299.

NOTICE

do ryping al home. Expedie~m and rea sen·

ccunter

475-7440
475 -7363
47.5-7377
475-7377
475-7377
522-2300

L'

- - - - - - CLASSIFIED-----

10

NON-DEGREE PROGRAMS, INSTITUTES
AND PUBLIC SERVICES
FAMILY CENTER
INSTITUTE FOR RETIRED PROFESSIONALS
PSYCHOLOGICALCLINICS
INSTITUTE FOR SURVIVAL TECHNOLOGY
INSTITUTE OF COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT
INTENSIVE ENGLISH PROGRAM
FINANCIAL AID

On September 17 , Dr. Richard Dodge of
Ocean Sciences, attended an OTEC (Ocea n
T hermal Energy Conversien) meeting ale ng
with several scientists from the University 'Of
Miami. The meeting was held at the Lawrence
Berkeley laboratory at the University 'Of Califem ia, Berkeley.

TYPING -

DOCTORAL
D.B.A. Business Administration
D.P.A. Public Adm inis trat ion
Ed.D. Doctor of Education degrees in:
Early Childhood Education
Educational Leadership
Higher Education
Leadership In Adult Education
Vocational. Technical. Occupational Education
JD . . Law
Ph.D. Doctor of Philosophy degrees in:
Clinical Psychology
Education: Early Childhood

Prefesser Henry Stemmel en the occasie n 'Of
his 60 th birthday, was held at the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Inst itution . D.r. and Mrs. Julian
McCreary and Ms. Jan Witte, 'Of Ocean Sciences,
attended. Alse present at the ceremeny and at
subsequent meetings were Dr. Dennis Moore,
fermer DirectOr 'Of Ocean Sciences, nc w Director of JIMAR Ooint Institute of Marine
and A tmespheric Research), Uni versity of
Hawaii.

Call 584-73 55 after 5 p. m.
TRAVEl . - Gra nd European .Tour and
475-7445
475 -7440
475-7559

Compu ter educat ion
Edu cation

It

sail arc und the wcrld. linda T. Smith of Ocean
Sciences will join the Snyders in Rangiroa,
T uamotu s Islands, 'O n November 7 and sail
with them to Tah iti; where Jan Witte will join
them for two weeks.
Dr. Pat Distasio, directer 'Of Nova University
at Ceral Springs, attended "The Fi rst G lobal
Cenference On the Future" in Teronto,
Canada duri ng the last week 'Of Ju ly. Five
theusand people from all ever the world, including delegatiens frem the Seviet Uni en and
the Peoples Republic 'Of China, gathered te
share their the ughts, plans, and commen
preblems in helping the werld meet the needs
of the "New Infermation Age." Dr. Distasie
was a participant in a two-day we rkshep e n
the university and its place in future studies,
which was 'O ne 'Of many works hops and presentations 'Of the glebal cenfere nce. .
Dr. Ethel Raddon, Direc tc r 'Of Learning
Technclegy, participatien in a videe werk ~h op
series at the Rock Island Library. Ft.
Lauderdale. The workshep was e n scripting
and producing videe programs using PortaPak equ ipment.

On September 27. a ceremony honoring

Computer Science

M.B.A . Bus iness Administr-dli on
M.P.A . Public Administrati lm
M.S.
Master of Science deg rees in:
Child"Care Administration
Coastal Zone Management

David Barone, Associate Professor of Psychology in the Behavieral Science Center and
Di rector 'Of H uman Sciences in Nova College,
attended the annual convention of the A m~ r
ican Psychological Association in Mentreal,
Canada fie m Sept. 1 to 5. He participated in
the business meetings of Division 2, Teachil).g
of P~yc h el ogy, al).d the C'Ouncil 'Of Undergraduate Programs in Psychelegy, 'Of wh ich Ncva
College is new a member. Ot her celleges
shewed great interest in the adult educatien
pr'Ograms in Neva Cellege's Career Develcpmem Division , ncting that Neva's pregram is
in the vanguard 'Of cellege psychelegy program?
Dr. Richard Hillard was a guest en WNWS
radie, discussi ng ,. A General Last Minute
A nalysis 'Of the 1980 Electien. He also
speke at the Cypress Chase Condomini um
Study Greup on "The '80 Electien and the
Reform 'Of the Electorial College. "
Dr. David Britt, Associate Director, CSA, has
been appointed to the Board 'Of Directers of the
Flerida Endewment fer the Humanities. Dr.
Britt is currently serving e n review pa nels fer
the Natie nal Institute 'Of Mental Hea lth and
the Geverner 's Ccuncil en Crime and Delinquency.
-

Neva News is now accepting advertismg, both
display and classified. Classified ads are 25
cents a we rd . Display ads are $800 a page;

$400 a hall page; 527 5 a third page; and $35
business card . T here is a 5 percent disceunt
for 5 me nths; a 10 percent disceunt fe r a full
year. Send camera-ready copy, aleng with a
check (made 'O ut te Neva University) te Ne va
News, Nc va University, College Ave., Fert

Lauderdale, FL 33314.
Nova News is published ten times a year

(double issues Dec.-Jan. and June-July).
Circulation is :33,000.

Telep/I_ 305/475-1IOtI

Tell

JEFFREY J. AUERBACH.

THE NEWS

D.D.S.

GENERAL DENTlI"'Y

OFFICE HOURS
BY APPOINTMENT

.305/475-7417

UNIVERSITY SQuARE SHOPPING CENTrm
4114 SOUTl4 UNfYlJIISITY OJIIIVE
DAVIE. nO"IOA 33321

Weekdays, evenings & Saturday

LEE BAIGELMAN, D .D .S., M.Sc.D.
Is

PLEASED To ANNOUNCE

THE RELOCATION OF HIS PRACTICE
LIMITED To DENTISTRY FOR CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS

. MAIN CAMPUS
3301 College Ave., Davie, Florida
Evenings and Weekends Call: 475-7444
CORAL SPRINGS CENTER
3501 University Drive, Coral Springs
Call: 475-7725 .

8251 WEST BROWARD BoULEVARD

From outside Broward County: Call Toll-free 1-800-432-5029

(305) "472-1722

Nova University is accredited by the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools.

KINGSTON PLAZA

SUITE 301

PLANTATION. FLORIDA

33324

Weekdays, evenings, and Saturday
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lSupplement B

man on
the roof

. Academy Award
Nominee
BEST FOREIGN FILM

A'film by 80 Widerberg Rated R

"'A S'MPLE STORY TOUCHES HOME
FOR US ALL. AN ENRICHING
INTELUGENT FILM."

The Man On The Roof begins with the
vicious murder of ailing Stockholm policeman Stig Nyman in his hospital room.lnvestigating the crim,e, Chief Inspector Martin
Beck discovers that Nyman had a reputation
kr brutality. which made him feared both
within and without the force, but that police
solidarity prevented any complaints against
him getting pas I the ombudsman's office. At
first, Beck suspects one of Nyman' s equally
hardn~ sed subordinates, but soon a disgruntled former cop enters the picture. And then.
a sniper begins shooting at police from a
downtown rooftop, and Beck and his team
have a major urban crisis on their hands. 80
Widerberg ha s taken the violent, tough style
of Roben Aldrich, Don Siegel and -Michael
Winner and humanized it through solid chz.ractcrizations. Beck., well played by Carl
Gustaf Lundset, is a slightly worn, but
method ical and daring detective. Haka n Serner and Sven Wolter ·also arftJine as his.
partners; in this dear-headed view of the
drudgery and potential for abuse of police
work th at recall s Wambaugh to some extent.
With Thom as Helberg, Carl-Axel Heiknert.,
Ingvar Hirdwell, Torgny Anderberg, Gunnel
Wadner. Eva Remaeus. Swedish with English subtitles.

-Gene ShaUt, INBC· TV

"'n 'A Simple Story' Romy
Schneider Is terrific,
sensuous, sophisticated and
beautiful In a very adult
movIe. ' '-Bruce Wllllam.on. Playboy

"Once again adults can enjoy
a film for and about adults."
-oIudlth Crt.,

ISABELLE HUPPERT

~~/Jfft

.~
.......'"
'

A CLAUDE

.

GORED A FILM

AGAUMQNTIACllONlNfW YOAAEJ\ FItMS REUA.SE

~~t,.
~
-:-

Direcfed by Claude Saufef starring Romy Schneider
A Quartet I Films Incorporated Release

.J-t...

©1980

"A Simple Story is simply superb. France's Claude
Sautet has become the master at depicting middleage crisis, and he's never made a better film than
A Simple Story. A central figure emerges, but for
the first time it's a woman. She's played by Romy
Schneider, in the finest, most exquisitely modulated and captivating portrayal of her career,
showing us '8 woman gradual-Iy being reborn . In
regard to Schneider, A Simple Story is affirmative .
Sautet has always celebrated the sustaining power
of frienJship; never before has he made it seem so
absolutely essential. Augmented as usual by gifted
cameraman Jean Bouffety and by composer
Philippe Sarde, Sautet's style grows more assured
all the time, revealing ever more depth of character and emotion. Sautet can sustain such long takes
that he makes us feel we're eavesdropping on life
rather than watching a movie."
- Kevin Th,., .... ~~ Los
Times

~

t

THE LACEMAKER: Swiss director
Claude Coretta (" The Invitation ," "The
Wonderful Crook") paints on a small
canvas--but what impeccable brush
strokes! In his newest an d most deeply

felt film . he tells the deceptivel y simple
story of an 18-year-ol d beauty-parlor assistant on holiday at a stuffy Normandy
beach resort who falls in love with a lanky,
intellectual Parisian student. When they
return to Paris to live togeth e r, the difference in their backgrounds, and heraching
inability to find words for J-ter feelings ,
drives him away-and drives her into a
shocking mental collapse. Out of this familiar material Gore tta has fashioned a
beautifully observed study of a sensitive
soul inadvertently, and irreparably, brutalized. So quie t is Coretta's artistry that
one is stunned to discover that what begins as a beguiling impre ssionist idyll
emerges as a nightmare: Renoir turned
into Coya. Dominated by Isabelle Huppert's magnificent perfonnance, "The

Lacemaker" is like "The Story of Adele
""""""",,,. --~-

~

'"

H. " seen through the other end of the
telescope. It may lack Truffaut's broad
scale, but it has a deeper ring of truth.

. .-

" ~~\'

-DAVID ANSEN

~--------------------------------.
PAYMENT ENCLOSED
$

NAME:

:

.•

Films are shown every Thursay evening at 7:30 at the Nova
University Coral Springs Center (3501 University Drive, Coral
Springs); and every Friday evening at 7:30 and Sunday at
2:30 p.m. on the Main Campus.

••
•

Full Season Memberships (20 films) may be purchased for
$35.00; half·series (10 films of your choice) for $17.50.
Individual tickets at the door are $2.00. There is a special
discount to senior citizens on full series only.

:

•

ADDRESS:

•

~-

~~------------------~------------.
City
State
. Zip
I
I [

] Full Series (20 films) $35 .00

•

I

I

I [

] HalfSeri es (LO films) S17 .50

:

I
I [
I

] Please send me information about Film A ppreciation

I
I
I

courst' for colleg,e credit offered at Cora l Springs.

I

I.

I

I

Retu rn to: Betty Leverentz

NQV A UNIVERSITY
FILM SOCIETY

I
I
•

3301 College Avenue
I
:r _________ .______ ._________________
Ft. Lauderdale. FL 333 14
",I

Simply fiil in the coupon on Page 8 completely and mail with
your check or money as indicated. For further information,
call Betty Leverentz at 475·7300.

Supplement C

' GLORIOUSLY FUNNY•..so wise, so Iunn
ani so witty...'OrcII!Stra ReIeIsaI'is of apiece
with tlis brlillt li'ectIr's very best WIIk."
- _ &ny.fIow

'"H...

.

"SEE IT! Fellini has given us another
exhilirating experience."
-GnSllllt.NBtTV

Federico Fellini's

ORCHESTRA
REHEARSAL
The decline of the West in e" major.
, .... t~'''~L~'ty 01 GAUMONT PARIS·SACiS ROME

~ prodLJl:~ by RAI

<0>

• GAUMONT I SAC!'5 1 NEw YORKER FILMS release
, ....
J
..... ·
r..... ""'" -On, DanG.>v
M. ' '''I oI

)0«1'" ' '''' '

By WILLIAM WOLF
On rare occasions one sense'S immediately that a new film
should endure as a classic. Federico Fellini' s ')rilliant Orches tra
Rehearsal is such a marvel. Although only an hour am] 10
minutes long. it both entertains and makes a powerful
s[atement concerlling the breakdown of society, specifically in
Italy, but also universally. Qriginally made for television, then
Shl)Wn onl y theatrically, the film engendered intense political
controversy .

With admirable economy. Fellini ' s work reflects upon art ,
individual freedom, union tactics. competitive jealbusies, social
chaos. democracy, fascism. and other aspects of the human
condition An orchestra rehearsal is about to begin in .a 13thcemury chapel under the baton of a stern conducrar whose
mother tongue is German. A TV crew is intl'rvicwin~ the
musicians. a fabulous Fellini collection of cha racter types. As
they begin to play, we are tantalized by bits and pieces of th<.'
last s~ore written by Fellini's longtime musical collaborator.
the late Nino Rota.
Step by step the atmosphere turns hostile. The orchestra
revolts against its conductor. who stalks off the ptx.lium; battles
erupt among [he musicians; the walls are defaceu by graffiti;
outside, explosions rumble; the c hapel is shattereu by a huge
wrecking ball. After this society in microcosm is reduced to
rubble, the rehearsal is resumed in a manner that cynically
fl)recasts an authoritarian future.
T he metaphor is simple, the execution adroit (save for
sloppy voice and lip synchronization), the effec~ ext raordinary.
FeUini has created , masterpiece .

TWENTIETH CENTURY· FOX pre",",s

KLAUS KINSKI ISABELLE ADJANI
NOSFERATU THE VAMPYRE
in

(English Subtitles)
with

BRUNOGANZ

MICHAEL GRUSKOFF rre>cnr, A WERNER HERZOG FILM
Written. p" "h-cd and I)irccrc·d hWERNER HERZOG Color hy EASTMAN
e ..;·. '" ,," 'I>II1 "

"' H . , ,, .....

~.

Starring: Klaus Kinski, Isabelle Adjani, Bruno
Ganz. Jacques Dufilho, Roland Topor,
Walter Ladengast
German with English subtitles and English
language version.
107 min. (subtitles)
(e)
PG
96 min. (English language venion)

Piuniu at
Hanging Rouk
A Film by Peter Weir
Starrin~

Ra (' hel Roberts and OOnUni(' Guard

From Atlantic Releasing Corporation

In this literate, faithful and visually beautiful adaptation of Bram Stoker's classic novel Dracula, Jonathan Harker (Bruno Ganz) visits the mysterious
Count Dracula (Klaus Kinski) on business, leaving
his exquisite. loving wife Lucy (Isabelle Adjani)
alone while he journeys to the Count's remo te
castle. There, the Count spies a picture of Harker's
wife and becomes obsessed with finding her; abandoning a bitten, delirious Harker at the castle,
Count Dracula spreads plague and death as he
searches for Lucy. Klaus Kinski etches a poignant

portrayal of the deadly, driven vampire, almost
pathetic in his compulsive need; Isabelle Adjani
perfectly delineates the virtuous wife who is willing to sacrifice herself for the greater good. Internationally acclaimed director Werner Herzog

(Aguirre, Wrath of God; Stroszek) has created a
mesmerizing cinemati.c vision of shadowy, chilling
death .
". must report that Mr. Herzog's film see!l1s well
worth the effort to me. It's funny without being
silly, eerie without being foolish and uncommonly
beautiful in a way that has nothing to do with
mere prettiness. His principal actors recall a world
of mystical innocence. Mr. Kinski is a fascinating
figure on the screen . The makeup itself, is part of
the entertainment. The film's penultimate seQuence is as beautiful ·and erotic and peculiarly
human as anything you've ever seen in a Dracula
film. As he always does, Mr. Herzog makes fine
use of his musical score. The film achieves a kind
of .crazy grandeur singular m such movies.

-

Rovtl University FIlm
OCTOBER 30, 31 and NOVEMBER 2
Dona Flor and Her Two Husbands,(BRAZIL, 1977) BRUNO
BARRETTO, DIRECTOR.
This is an exotic carnival of a film based on the Jorge Amado novel
in which a young widow teealls her first husband back to life when
she discovers her second husband leaves much to be desired in bed.
Pulsy Brazilian music, bright colors, and noisy parties all help to
make this a delightful comedy. 106 minutes, color, subtitles.

NOVEMBER 6, 7 and 9
Despair, (GERMANY, 1977) RAINER W. FASSBINDER,
DIRECTOR.
A mild-mannered little man who owns a chocolate factory and
despises his wife suffers delusions: thinking he will not be
recognized as himself but as a known criminal who he does not
even remotely resemble, he commits a murder. 119 minutt's,
color, subtitles.

NOVEMBER 13, 14, and 16
Man on the Rool, (SWEDEN, 1977) BO WIDERBERG, DIRECTOR
The riveting account of a Stockholm detective's race against time
and the unknown in subduing a mysterious sniper who declares
war against the police and systematically sets his sights and shoots.
110 minutes, color, subtitles.

JANUARY 8, 9 and 11
La Grande Boorgeoise, (ITALY, 1977) MAURO BOLOGNINI,
DIRECTOR.
A depiction of a celebrated turn-of-the-century murder trial in Italy
that touches on such contemporary issues as the conflict between
Christianity and politics, between morals and propriety. Giancarlo
Giannini and Catherine Deneuve play the ill-starred brother and
sister in this lush, sensual film . 115 minutes, color, subtitles.

JANUARY 15, 16 and 18
Picnic at Hanging Rock, (AUSTRALIA, 1979) PETER WIER,
DIRECTOR
Three young women and their middle-aged teacher disappear
mysteriously while Or:I an exp~dition to Hanging Rock, Valentine's
Day, 1900. Only one girl returns alive, but can remember
nothing. The film explores the girl ' s background in an attempt to
find out about the disappearances of her friends, and gives us a
multi-layered, hypnotically visual cinema experience. 110
minutes, color.

JANUARY 22, 23 and 25
Nosleratu, (GERMANY, 1979) WERNER HERZOG, DIRECTOR.
Herzog has created a mesmerizing cinematic masterpiece with his
literate and visually beautiful adaption of Bram Stoker's classic
novel, Dracula, and has extracted an electrifying performance from
Klaus Kinski in the leading role. 96 minutes, color, subtitles.

NOVEMBER 27, 28 and 30
The Innocent, (ITALY, 1979) LUCHINO VISCONTI.
In this, Visconti's last film before his death, Giancarlo Giannini
plays a turn-of-the-century husband who has lost interest in his
wife (Laura Antonelli) in favor of his mistress (Jennifer O'Neill),
until his wife 9ecides ro take a lover of her own, then his passion
for her is rekindled. 115 minutes, color, subtitles.

NOV A UNIVERSITY FIL
lJECEMBER 4 , 5 and 7
Sherlock, Jr .• Our Hospitality, (U.S. , 1924) BUSTER KEATON,
DIRECTOR.
Two vintage silent comedies, acted in and directed by Buster
Keaton, have become classics of their genre. Me. Keaton's genius
as a comedian, writer, and director is graphically illustrated in
these films . The cast also includes Natalie Talmadge, sister of
Norma, and Kathleen McGuire. 70 minutes, and 50 minutes
respectively, black and white, silent.

DECEMBER 11, 12 and 14.
ODD OBSESSION,
(JAPAN, 1960), KON ICHIKAWA,
DIRECTOR.
A film of delicate visual beauty, ODD OBSESSION is a multi-level
morality play of an older man's perversions and the inevitable
destruction of his family because of them. Ichikawa's use of color
intensifies his naturalistic approach to the phenomenon of disintegrating morals in contemporary Japan and, by extrapolation, to the
rest of the world as well. 96 minutes, color, subtitles.

memberships (20 films) are $ 3 5.
of your choice) are $17.50.
citizens on Full-Series membersh
(when available) cost $2.00.
Membership tickets are good f(
Films will be shown on the IT
Sundays at 2:30 p.m.; on the Cc
Drive) Thursdays at 7:30 p.m.
For additional information,

JANUARY 29, 30 and FEBRURARY 1
The Marriage 01 Maria Braun, (GERMANY, 1978) RAINER
FASSBINDER, DIRECTOR.
Fasbinder has created one of the richest, most protean, and most
fabulous female roles in cinema, and he uses the story of this
heroine, who mobilized herself upward while waiting the return of
her long-lost soldier-husband, as a metaphor. 120 minutes, color,
subtitles.

1SBO-B1 ~ea:son
FEBRUARY 5, 6 and 8
Dursu Uzala, (JAPAN, 1975) AKIRA KUROSAWA, DIRECTOR.
Kurosawa's film, a portrait of a man and his dependence on
nature, won the Academy Award for Best Foreign Film in 1975.
The story, set in Siberia, is about a company of Russian soldiers
who are charged with charting a vast wilderness unknown to
them, and their relationship and interdependence with a strage
man who knows the wilderness intimately. 137 minutes, color,
subtitles.

FEBRUARY 12, 13 and 15
Le Bonheur, (FRANCE, 1965 ) AGNES VARDA, DIRECTOR
A poetic, sensuous hymn to the happy life, it is the story of a man
in love with two women. Filmed in lush, Renoir-like colors, it is
considereJ to be one of the most beautiful films ever made. 85
minutes, color, subtitles.

FEBRUARY 19, 20 and 22
PEPPERMINT SODA, (FRANCE, 1978) DIANE KURYS,
DIRECTOR
The largest grossing film ever released in France, PEPPERMINT
SODA concerns itself with the family, vacations, classes, ~ulks.
sexual misconceptions, pop records, bad grades, adventures, and
misadvemrues of a French-Jewish school-girl during the epochal
year of 1963. The originality and accuracy of Ms. K urys' vision of
adolescence have prompted her comparison with Truffaut and Jean
Vigo. 97 minutes, color, subtitles.

SOCIETY 1980-81 Full-Series
Half-Series memberships (10 films
are special discounts for senior
only. Individual tickets at the door
all showings on both cainpuses.
campus Fridays at 7:30 p.m. and
Springs campus (3301 University

MARCH 5, 6 and 8
La Cage AUI Folies, (FRANCE, 1979) EDUOARD MOLINARY,
DIRECTOR
La Cage Aux Folies is the name of a transvestite 'night club run by
a pair of aging homosexuals, one of whom has a son who wants to
marry a very conventional girl who is the daughter of the Chief of
the Department of Morals. The fun starts when her parents want
to meet his. 91 minutes, color, subtitles.

MARCH 12,13 and 15
Aguirre, Wrath of God, (GERMANY, 1973) WERNER HERZOG,
DIRECTOR
In the mid-1500s, a large Spanish expedition searching for the
mythical lost city of EI Dorado, detached an advance party to
explore a tributary of the Amazon; they never returned: Herzog
has extrapolated this incident into a spectacularly horrifying
chronicle of imperialism gone amok . 94 minutes, color, subtitles.

MARCH 19, 20 and 22
A Simple Story, (FRANCE, 1979) CLAUDE SAUTET, DIRECTOR .
The " simple story" of a group of friends near Paris unfolds to
reveal a cumplex tale of rich human depth. Romy Schneider's
performance won her an Oscar. 110 minutes. color. subtitles.

MARCH 26, 27 and 29
Seance on a Wet Afternoon, (U.S., 1964) BRYAN FORBES,
DIRECTOR.
A professional medium and her dominated husband execute a
kidnap plot in an attempt to bring her fame . Bryan Forb"s huilds
the tension and suspense to a painful level as he brin,gs this film to
its climax. 115 minutes, black and white.

APRIL 2, 3 and 5
The Tree of Wooden Clogs, (ITALY, 1978), ERMANNO OLMI,
DIRECTOR
Critics almost unanimously have declared this dignified and simple
film as a masterpiece. It traces the lives of klUr shan:cropping
families in Lombardy at the tum of the century. and is a powerful
vision of an ideal. 187 minutes, color, subtitles.

call Betty Leverentz at 475-7300.

FEBRUARY 26, 27 and 29
The Lacemaker, (SWITZERLAND, 1977) CLAUDE GORETT A ,
DIRECTOR.
A bourgeoise student and an inexperienced shop-girl meet at an
off-season Normandy resort and fall in love, but their romance falls
apart when they return to Paris and the pressures of class and
intellectual distinctions. The title refers to the artist, Vermeer's
paintings 8 which Goretta attempts to emulate in his cinematography. 108 minutes, color, subtitles.

APRIL 9,10 aQd 12
Orchestra Rehearsal, (ITALY, 1979) FEDERICO FELLlNl,
DIRECTOR
Commissioned to mak~ a modest, relatively short film about an
orchestra rehearsal that was to take place in one room, and wa'i to
encompass nothing more than the action described in the title,
Fellini delivered, instead, a bombshell! Funny! 72 minutes, color,
subtitles. Along with PULL MY DAISY, a short fjlm about Jack
Keruoac.

-
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mocence.

Diane Kwys dernon.bates il1Jressive

wit ,and talent." - ~\~kM~nmfS

"A summer cooler. Sweet, sparlc/ing and bubbly."
_Gme S~lil, NsC-lV

•A rare and wonderful accomplishment. As
refreshing as its title....

*.~

A reliable husband and sexual excitement may not come in
the same package. The heroine of this funny, ingenious
Brazilian satire finds a unique solution. Director Bruno
Barreto's film. based on the novel by Jorge Amado, comments
wryly on conventiona l attitudes toward women through Dona
Flor's symbolic secret triumph .

-Juditherisl

"The nymphet- watcher in me was shamefully stirred
by the pace and energy of all these extraordinarily
attractive younl' females. The result is a nostalgia
witbboth chann and intelligence/' -~i'i!:-V::~5
"Sparkling! The French have done it again. Diane Kurys
has performed a small miracle .... -~Yor~~

It's carnival time in Bahia and in the midst of ce'lebrating,
Vadinho drops dead, leaving his wife, Dona Flor, a widow.
Through flashbacks we learn he was a whoremonger, a
compulsive gambler, an excessive drinker, and even a wifebeater. While Flor was certa inly aware of his shortcomings, she
misses him. Vadinho was an imaginative lover who ignited her
passion and created excitement in her life.

"An effetVesCent, heartfelt reminiscence.

...

This establishes Diane Kurys as a fascinating and
important director." -~~~~~

"An exceptionally lovely film full of wonderful
nvances and resonances, great humor and restrained

Not far away. Vadinho returI)S from the dead (amusingly, he
is always naked) and ardently pursues her. Should she succumb
or remain faithfulOSince Vadinho is visible only to Flor, the
conditions are ideal for an unusual menage a trois .

eloquence. Funny, poignant, like Truffaufs '400 Rln...
or lucas' 'American Graffiti.:"

-~\~~News

"**** . If 'Peppermint Soda' doesn't win the Oscar
for the Best Foreign Film of the year there's no
justice under the California sun." -~=::~~~pen
>

£

Her new marriage to a respected pharmacist (Maura
Mendonca) is peaceful but dull . Her husband loves and
c herishes her, but sex is uninspired and routine. Where are the
thrills she had with the amorous and unpredictable Vadinhoo
Sonia Bra~a is effective and endea ring as Dona Flof. whether
she is overtly reserved or coven ly afire in bed. Jose Wi lker is
exuberant as Vadinho. Chico Buarque's pulsating score
provides perfect atmospheric accompan imen t for a different and
jaunty comedy.
WILLIAM WOLF

A GAUMONT/SACIS/NEW YORKER FILMS Release

"One ohhe- Utsexiest
movies al'OUDd"
$yndic'''H C..... mn .. '
.-:.'

"

Sm~h.

~Marvelously funny"
_Tim. M.ga'l....
JORGE AMADO' S

Ci)~'FWR..
and her tWo husbands

.. \.

. "The Tree of Wooden Clogs" is a superbly crafted movie
but its appeal undeniably is going to be to a limited audience.
Watching the day-by-day activities of 19th century p<.->asants n
northern Ital y takes some voluntary involvement. Add to this
the fact that the movie is three hours long and you have
another built-in resistance factor. Yet the rewards are then' for
anyone willing to take advantage of them .
Director Ermanno Olmi, known here for his movies " II
Posto" (released here as "The Sound of Trumpets" ), "The
Fiances" and "A Man Named John." wrote the screenplay
for "Tree of. Wcxxlen Clogs" and photographed it himseU,
using non-actors. pea~nts from the rural lombardy region .

I've never met director Diane Kurys, but judging from the
sensitivi ty and humor she JYdcks into her spirited, entertaining,
observant memoir of two sisters growing up in Francc during
the earlv 1960s, she'd be nice to know. The dedication is
charm ingly promising: "To my sister. who still hasn't
returned my orange sweater." The promise is fulfilled as
Kurys. who wrote her own screenplay, focuses on Anne. 13
and Frederique, 15, portrayed realistically and engagingly by
Eleonore Klarwein and Odile Michel. Indeed, the entire cast
deserves commendation.

•
:"*

-::.:~-."'\"

We've had so many films about boys growing up thallh is is
a welcome change. Inciuen rs at school. relationships with
frienus and parents. sisterly rivalry, and events and attituues in
the maturin,e process are vividly recollectcd. Not only women
will ha\'e tw inges 01 reco,l.!nition; many of the eXp<.'rit' nces
connect in some wav with evervone's memories of youth 8 the
aSS~lrtml'nt 01 sl ran~e wac hers, the mysteries of . life as yet
uncxperienct'u, f.. milial confliers. concentrCltion un personal
wants (0 the t'xclusiun of the needs of others.

In the movie a d uste r pf peasants. actually more like serfs.
live in a building compound. the families merging into a
communal group. They sharecrop the land and the landowner
gets two thirds of the harvest. In their hearts the peasants
realize the inequities of their lives. which are at subsistence
level, but for them this is the way life is. One doesn 't question.
Pol itical action and protest are urban affairs, beyond their scope
of familiarity .
Bv Ernest leogrande ll

An ~rUlll: IU~iU.

JACK KROLL. NO•••Nk

<JIANCARLO <JIANNINI
;JENNIFER t9'N.e,LL

Yh«:onti 'p; St.,Ip;llIti

":1"'"

tlf II Diflh.:~k'lll ~lnrrin4-.1t'
COIOIPrinbbvMOYlelob

At times Kurys goes over the euge with a corny situat ion or
unconvincing · uialogue, but in the m;;lin she follows her
teenagers through their ordeals with perception and panache.
This first film establ ishes her as a fascinating and potentially
important direeror."

Rl

_~

,M"ALYSIS FILM REI..EASIf'IG catPORI(
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...... c.T1IllIUflDl" CQIIIIM....

KON ICHIKAWA'S

Odd ObSesSloll

IN COLOR

A film of delicate visual beauty, ODD OBSESSION is a multi-level amorality
tale of an older man's perversions and the inevitable destruction of his family
because of them. Kon Ichikawa's use of color magnifies his naturalistic approach to the problem of disintegrating morals in contemporary Japan and,
by extension, in the resi.of the world as well.

96 Minutes. Color. Japan, 1960. Subtitled.
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.And That's Only Part of Nov a's
1980-81 Cultural Program
Here's The Res t ...

Community Singers
The NOV A UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY SINGERS. 125 members strong, is
a cross secti6n of congenial Sraward Coun ty
residents of all ages. talents. and professions.
The group began it's fifth season this Fall.

Rovtl University~ lirtoberlest
ANNUAL ART COMPETITION

Nova University Community Singers was

formed by Peggy Joyce Barber and 20 of her

In cooperat ion with th e Art & Culture Center of HollYwood '

former music students from Strana han High
SchooL Peggy was [he Choral di rector at
Stranahan High School for 18 years. and a
noted cli nician and Chora l DircclOf in t he
Southeastern states. Dana Davis, one of her
former music students. is the accompan ist.
Every year the Nova Singers performs 3 or
-4 concerts just prior to Christ mas. One of the
major works to be performed this Fall is "The
Gloria" by Vivaldi .
The ~ Nova Singers performed at the
American Coral Directors Convention in
Tampa in November 1978. Last April. the
group sang at t he Music EducatOrs National
Convention in Miami. NUCS was the only
communit y choral group from t his area tha't
was invited to perform .
Since the group's inception. nine couples
ha ve met and married. There are, of course.
man y Olher singles in the group. and losts of
married couples. Some make the Tuesday
evening rehearsals a family affa ir.
The Fail sc hed ule of conce rts is as follows:
December 2nd. a[ 8:15 p.m.
St. Antliony's Church
901 NE Second St.. Ft. Lauderdale
Decem ber 5th at R: 15 p. m .
Park way Ch ristia n Church
20 1 N W 46t h Avenue . Plamation
December 7 th at 8: 15 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
100 SE Second Avenue. Fl. Lauderdale
December 14th at 4:00 p.m .
Messiah-Sing-In (bring your own copy)
First Presbyterian Church
401 SE 15th Avenue, Fe Lauderdale
For additional information, call Ginny Nahon
at 431-8549.

.......... ...............
~

Evalyn lear and Thomas Stewart, Stars of the
Metropolitan Opera Company. will be giving a
performance on February 1. 1981 , at Bailey
Hall for the mutual benefit of Nova University
and Sroward Community College.
Ticket incormation may be obtained from
the box office at Bailey Hall, 475-6884. Or
call Betty Leverentz at 47 5-7300.

.............................You're Invited
... to an exhibit of paintings. collages. drawings. prints. photOs and scu lpture in the television studio of the Mailman Building. Friday
and Saturday. Oct. 10 and 11.
The works on exhibit wi ll be judged for
.. Art-oberfest ... Nova' s annual art Cllmpctition. Winning work s will be on display at the
An and Culture Center of Hollvwood. Oct.
23 -Nov. 14 . (See Film Society Supplement in
this issue).
. For further informat ion. ca ll Betty lelle;entz

475 -7677 .

THE WINNING WORKS WILL BE ON
EXHIBIT AT THE HOLLYWOOD ART
AND CULTURE CENTER, 1301 SOUTH
OCEAN. HOLLYWOOD. FROM OCTOBER 23rJ THROUGH NOVEMBER
14th.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.
CALL Bmy LEVERENTZ AT 475-7300.

DUO PIANO CONCERT
fl'aturin~

~

Met Stars To Give
Benefit Performance
For Nova and BCC

at

NOV A UNIVERSITY'S ANNUAL ART
COMP.ETITION. .. ARTOBERFEST."
WILL TAKE PLACE ON OCTOBE R 11th .
JUDGING THE SHOW WILL BE SCHUBERT
JONAS OF THE FORT LAUDERDALE
NEWS. CASH PRIZES IN T HE AMOUNT
OF $2,000. INCLUDING A PURCHASE
AWARD. WILL BE AWARDED.

BEVERLY NORTON and DAVID LEYDEN
• RACHMANINOFF CONCERTO No. II for Two Pianos
• SAINT SAENS CONCERT For Two Pianos
Performing at the new OMNI AUDITORIUM
Broward Community College, North Campus
Coconut Creek Blvd., Coconut Creek, FL
8:15 P.M., Saturday, February 21,1981
The Society for Performing Arts is proud. to
present this outstanding additi on to our 198081 series. The first duo piano team to be
presented in West Broward. Beveral Norton
and David leyden are outstanding artists who
have performed with major symphonies
throughout the country.
David leyden has recently been appointed
Music Director and pianist for the 'Florida
Atlan.tic Guild . He is professionall y
recognized as one of the South's finest Endowment of the A rts. He has performed with
major symphonies in Texas. New Mexico.
. Connecticut. and Florida. and has been
judgesd as one of the top ten young pianists in
(he country .
Beverly N orton was a finalist in the
national Chopin Competition and is completing her doctoral degree al the Universiry of
Miami. She has srudied with the internationally known pianist Ivan Davis. She
has appeared with the Florida West Coast
Symphony, and is a prize winner of the
Financial Federal National Music Showcase.
Miss Norton has appeared in major cities
throughout the country and in the near
future. wi ll partifipatt! in a national piano
competition in Pittsburgh.
Make your reservations ea rly for what
promises to be one of the finest concerts we·
have ever staged.

'--------------------------------~
I
RESERV A TION FORM FOR
DUO PIANO CONCERT, FEBRUARY 21, 19R1
Please send me

______ Tickrts at $ 6 .00 per person. non-reserved_
_ _ _ ___ Ti<..' ktt:-. at $ R.OO per person. non-reserved

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

_ _ ____ Tickets at $25 .00 per person - patron reservl'd.

I

,
,,
•

, TOTAL ENCLOSED $._ _ __
'NAME'.
• ADDRESS:

,PHONE :

,

I

, Please enclose your chec k anJ ma~e it payable to: NOV A UNIVERSITY AT CORAL:
, SPRINGS. 350 1 Uni versity Dr .. Coral Spritl~s. FL 33065. Phone: 753-3300 .
• (The Society for the Performing Arts is a di visiun of the Coral Springs Cuhural Society)

:

,

I

I __ ------------------------------~
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AND ITS MEMBER ORGANIZA nONS

. present

CORAL ' SPRINGS YEAR
OF THE ARTS FESTNAL
1980-81
NOVEMBER 22
"Big Band Era" concert featuring the Le Grande-Salley Orchestra, in the Continental
Ballroom-Holiday lnn.
,Year of the Arts Gala Reception on the Terrace, Holiday Inn.
Donation: $9.00

':iJf.f;JJf.f;J/f/tJJf.f;JJH:fJf.f;JJf.~
NOVEMBER 22 and 23
4th Annual Festival of Fine Arts and Crafts, Coral Spring Plaza. A national outdoor
exhibition of artists and craftsman cosponsored by Coral Springs Plaza. A national
outdoor exhibition of artists and craftsman cosponsored by Coral Ridge Properties',
Inc.
Free to the Public.

FJf.f;JJf.f;JJf.f;JJf.f;JJfJ:fJf.f;JJf.f;:J.
JANUARY 17
An Evening with the Ballet - Coral Springs High School Auditorium.
Donation: $5 .00

f;f;JJf.f;JJf.f;JJf.f;JJf.f;JJf.f:1Jf.f;J1f.
FEBRUARY 6, 7 and 8
Foreign Film Festival featuring :
"A SPECIAL DA Y "
" WOYCZEK "
" COUSINE, COUSIN "
Nova University at Coral Springs

\=

Donation: 13 .00 individual film ;
$7 .00 all three films
per person

• :f;JJf.f;JJf.f;JJf.f;JJf.f;JJf.f;JJf.f;JJf.i
APRlL 11
Book alid Author Festival, Coral Springs Mall. Saturday, 10 a.m .-6 p.m .; Sunday ,
N oon-6p.m.
Donation: Free to Public
Meet the Author in Continental Ballroom, Holiday Inn (attandance: 400). 'Co
sponsored by Council for Florida Libraries.
.
- Donation: $6.00
APRIL 11
A Night at the Opera, featuring artists from the New York C.ity Opera Company.
Continental Ballroom , H oliday Inn .
Donation $ 5 .00
MA Y 3rd and 4th
2nd Annual Savoir Faire: Continuous exhibiti ons, mini-c.oncerts, theatrical vignettes
. and demonstrati ons - a multi-show with all Society Member Organizations
participating to include presentations in an, music, plamscape, film , photography,
crafts, th,eatre, literature and dance. In the Continental Ballroom.
Donation: Free to Public

Jf.f;JJf.f;JJf.f;JJf.f;1Jf.f;JJf.f;JJtf1:1l

I

,

FOR RESERVATIONS, CALL 753-3300
Member Organizations
•
•
•
•
•

Coral Springs Artists Guild
N ova University at Coral Springs
Coral Springs Friends of the' Library
Coral Springs Garden Club
Coral Springs Women's Club

•
•
•
•

Coral Springs Society for the Performing Arts
Coral Springs Craft Guild
Cultural Society Dance Academy
Coral Springs Camera Club.

• Opus

xxx
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NOVA UNIVERSITY
NATIONAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
A fellowship of Nova graduates, now more than 8,000 strong
and growing each year in numbers, activities, and contributions
t9 the larger community.

Nova University has reasoIi to be proud of its alumni,

I

/

• proud that they hail from all across the United States and several foreign
countries including England, Samoa, Venezuela, Colombia and Japan.

DR. STEPHEN GOLDSTEIN
Director of External Affairs,
Alumni Affairs

• proud that they hold top echelon positions in government, industry, sCience
and education,

• proud that their achievements they attest to the qualify of the educational
expersience they attained at Nova,

• 'proud that through their accomplishments, Nova University is having a
demonstrable, positive impact on the world we live in .

•

TONI STEINBERG
Assistant to the Director
of Alumni Affairs

..

.-

A New Concept In Alumni Associations
, - - - - - - - R E G I O N AL HEADQUARTERS-.:.,....-------.

MOO".OAKOU

•

The key to the ~iUccess of Nova's National Alumni Association is the active,
purposeful participation of alumni whose efforts go well beyond ,the traditional
lalss reunions, newsletters and solicitations for funds . Nova graduates organi ze
regional workshops, address pertinent issues in the various professions, support
universit y programs in the area, and rn pond when appropriate to items in the
local press,

U U' " 0" 0 10

Wl'O"'"G
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The stru cture of the Association has three levels: national,> regional and
local. The national organization is responsihle for setting policy and providing
guidance for regional headquarters and local chapters. Regional headquarte rs
serve as liaisons between the university' and local chapters. Local chapters
provide the basic communications channels and programming which arc ot
interest to their members and the university.

M ost important though, is the contribution of each individual graduate
who, through his/her professional achievements and enthusiastic support of
Nova and its programs, ca.rries the university ' s message out to the world, and
in so doing, enriches it.

•
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Activities On The
National Level

Nancy Moore, Ed.D. (CHE'l6), Vice President of
Student Services at Western Piedmont
Community College, is one of 20 women
administrators from across the nation to be
invited 10 attend a forum sponsored by the
American Council on Education (ACE). The
forum. to bt' held September 16 and 17 in
Cincinnati. is desi,gned to increase the number
of women holding major policy making
positions in higher education.

Mildred L Walton, Ed.D. (CSlD'76), principal of

Alumni On Political Scene
JAMES F. KEANE, DPA (CSA '79), State

Miles Elementary School, Atlanta; Georgia,
was recently elected lO the board of directors

of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS.
Dr. Walton will serve a three-year term

beginning on September 1.
The Association represents some 23,000

Carm.n Putorti, Ed.D. (CSlD'l6t, Supervisor of C.E.T.A. grant awarded- to the Board

Dr. Putorti is President Elect for the Southwestern Region of PASCO and the conference
will feature prominent nationally known
educators. representatives from institutions of
higher education and office holders from the
Pennsylvania Department of Education.

William B. Keene, Ed.D.(CSlD'75), took office as
the chief administrator of Delaware Public
Schools on July 1. 1980. His inauguration as
state ~uperintendent of public instruction took
place on The Green, Dover. Delaware. He
was sworn into office by Superior Court Judge

Claud L. Tease.
Cor;nne D. G.ise, Ed.D. (CHE'77), has been
appointed

Technical

Consultant

to

the

Massachus~HS Board of Regional Community

Colleges in the administration of a $200,000

JUNE LA RUN JOHNSON, JD (LS '77), qualified
to run for county office in the Fall elections.
County Court Judge: Group 3.
ALAN MARKS, JD (LS '77), qualified to run
for office in the election. Port Authority;
District 3.

Articles, Publications, Presentations

elementary and middle school principals in the
U.S. and Canada. Dr. Walton will represem
Zone IV; Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
Mississippi, Nonh and SOl~th Carolina and
Tennessee.

John R. Wilh.lm, DPA (CSA '78), wrote an
article titled LNCREASLNG PUBLIC UNDERST ANDING OF GOVERNMENTAL

MARP topic). Dr. Fortune's innovative
teaching activities include: 1)· Public
Broadcasting System correlated course;
"Connections: An Alternative View of
. Change". 2} Closed ci rcuit TV course.
" Famil y Portrait: A Study in Contemporary
Lifestyles", 3) a two-week study-tour taking
. 15 students to Senegal-The Gambia. West

ISSUES which was published by the Council of
State Governments in the Spring of 1980. ' .
Robert C. Prezioski, DPA (CAS '77), is the
author of a survey feedback instrument en-

Activities On The State Level
Curriculum and Instruction for the Trinity
Area School District served on the Executive
Board Planning Committee of the Pennsylvania Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development (PASCD). to
prepare for the State Fall Conference in
November.

House: District 85.

Representative for the 28th Legislative
District, State of Illinois, ran unopposed in the
primary election in March, 1980. This is Dr.
Keane's second term of office in the House.
STUART l. STEIN, JD (LS '77), qualified to
run to state office in the Fall elections. Florida

to

titled ORGANIZATI.ONAL DIAGNOSIS
QUESTIONALRE which will be published in
THE 1980 ANNUAL HANDBOOK FOR
GROUP FICIUT ATORS by the international

develop computer and electronic training
within Massachusetts com'munity colleges and
industries. Dr. Grise, cha irwoman of the
Division of · Mathematics. Science and
Technology at Northern Essex, has written a
model program for state-wide training in
electronics for the M.B.R.C.C., and will serve
this Board as Technical consultant on
cu rri c ulum . faculty, equipment and
techniques for fitting specific curriculum to
the needs of indi vid ual industries and busi-

consu lting and publishing
University Associates.

Africa, May-June, 1980.
Dr. Willi. McGough_ Jr., (CHE, '80), wrote
an article titled .. North
Carolina: Cape Fear
Technical
Institute"
which will be included in a

organization,

Irving Miller, Ed.D (CSLD '76), superintendent of Homewood School District 153
(Illinois), submitted an article entitled "Public
Education Struggles for Survival in '80s".
which was printed in the newspaper "The
Star". The article offers Dr. Miller's approach
ot problem-solving for education for the 20
years left in this tentury.

ness. The M.B.R.C.C. admiilistered C.E.T.A.
grant willtrairi 175 C.E.T.A_ eligible persons,
at seven communit y college sites as electronics or computer technicians.

book titled "LJ Special
Report No.6: New
Academic
Libr a r y
Buildings", edited by
Karl Nyren, which is

being published by the

Gwendolin. Y. Fortun., Ed.D. (CHE '79),
presented the following papers: "The Cluster
College is Alive and Well and Living in
Illinois" • at the Illinois Social Science
Association. • 'Pre-Conference Training
Session, National Rehabilitation Association.
" Counseling Afro~ American Clients".
Illinois Community College Staff Development }
Conference, • 'The Use of Perlormance'
Contracts in classroom teaching" (Nova

Myra R... , Ed.D. (CSlD'77), has be<n real"
pointed (Q the State Advisory Council for
Career and Vocational Education by Gov . Vic
Atiyeh. The duties of the council include
advising the State, Board of Education in the
development of plans and accountability
reports for career and vocational education
and advising the board on related policy
mattersv

------------------------------------------,
resent Nova

Robert P. Sturges, Ed.D. (CHE'79), represented
Nova University at the 75th Anniversary
Academic Convocation of Abilene Christian
University on August 30. 1980. The
Convocation focus€d on the theme "Con·
fronting The Criticul lsues Of Our Time" .
The keynote' speaker was the Hunorable Leon
ja .....(Jcski.

Xerox Corporation. Mr.
Nyren, senior editor
of "Library Journal" , the organ of the
American Library Association, asked Dr.
McGough to write the article based on a
project he planned and developed for the Cape
Fear T ec hnical 1nstitute Library in
Wilmington. N.C. Only '16 libraries were
selected for inclusion - one in England, one
in Nova Scotia, and 13 in the United States.
Writes Dr:. McGough, "I consider it a great
honor, (one which) I want Nova University to
share. "
Dr. Manor Armstead, Jr., (CSLD. ' 76) wrote an
article titled "'Use Tape Recorders To Make
All T eachers Reading Instructors" which was
published in the September. 1980 issue of
"The Executive Educator." Dr. Armstead is
principal of Foreman High School in Chicago.

HONORS
Sara Domit Joseph, MPA (CSA ' 79), vicepresident for business affairs. Baptist
Medical Center-Montclair, has been
honored with this year's "Distinguished
Alumni Award" by the Samford School 01

William A. Foster, DPA (CSA'77) will represent
Nova at the In vestiture of Richard Earl
Ben::ndzl'n as Ihe 111 h President of The
American University on September 18. 1980.

*.

-

Business. Mrs. Joseph holds BS and MBA
degree from Samford.

Dr. lydia Schaffer, Ed.D. (CHE, '79), represented Nova at the inauguration of Catherine T. McNam.e (CSJ) at
st. Catherine College, St. Paul, Minn. (Or. Schalfer is in the center of the picture facing the camera.)

----CREATE AN IMPRESSION WITH THESE NOVA ITEMS--Brag About It
Nova T-shirts, ties and blazer emblems are
available through the Alumni Office.
Men' s and children's T -shirts are $5.
women's are $5.95. Include 51 per shirt for
posta~c tlnd handling.
Ties are $6.95. and blazer emblems are $2 .
Include . 50 each for postage and handling .
Fill in the coupon below - and start
bragging about Nova.

T·SHIRTS
Men 's Woman's Child's

Size

i

Small

I

A
I~

-<y

..,.,.."..

-

NOVA
UNIVERSITY
H)HT I.AUOEROAlE, flA.

The Nova paperweight is also
tonography on metal and
measures 5" x 3Ih". It makes
an excellent gift and can be
personaliz.ed. Cost: $4.95 plus
for postage and handling.

Nova University Auto tags Cost:

$4.00 plus .50 postage and
handlinR.

·'
M

• .< ... , o1(a ~;ru'''f>r'S-lly 1$ ab.¢v~ at a ~~a:Hc
. fv
. "'"St4 >JtlOr-. It !(;.¢.u~e$- ors the w.orth of' ~~
..
.r n~j-,.(IC\.Ill! J.l stil';nufales ~ .and ..~

t« re<lrr..

tQ ~tn\le f-of academic eJu:;:eKence.and 10'

."...~00;4J" a drfl~rJ';nce in the 'world.. ".ht"ough ft.. edu(;a~
1~~i u1iE'r~£.

TIES
Numbe. _ _- - - - -

This Alumni Clock is walnut
finished wood. measures 11" )C
11 " and is battery operated.

EMBLEMS

Numbe. _ _ _ _ _ __

Cost: $35 plus $2.50 for postage
and handling.

FL3331·j,
Name

Tonography on metal is a stunning
way to display your Nova University
diploma. The wooden plaque
measures 12" x 9". The
renographic impress is black and
blue. The seal is gold and blue.
Se nd us your original diploma
which will be returned to you

with the plaque. Cost: 532.95

Address

plus $2.50
handling .

•

[or

•

rcseateh Pf",Oj&.cII.• ·,and:PfCPQt.ms.ot

CUbik: $e~'Ge. ~~ lJn~wi't9"inc:our.aQ8a· '" '- JrH'
~.I'c.han9E Of Ide'.$. andit6e $..u..c:h fot }CtIIQ.. .. 6
1tt.at IS t.M Corrtefstona if .r:.~,~

X·Large

• Enclosed please find $ .
Make check payable to Nova University. and
mail 10 Nova Uni,'ersity National Alumni
OUiet" _~301 Colll'~e Ave., Fort Lauderdale.

I ..... . . ,,. ... ;.,.,

~

S4.00 for name plate. plus S1.00

Medium
Larl!e

-

The Century Foundation Plaque
Membership: $100.00 per year

postage and
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News Of Regional Activities
REGION IV

REGION I
Althea H.lenkins, Ed.D. (CSLD '76), has been

Sal,atore Monello, MSC] (CSA '78), was

lawrence Doss, MPA (CSA '78), a partner in

named librarian for the University of South

recently elected President of the Broward
County Juvenile Officers Association. This
position is for one year. The Association
coordinates all efforts of all agencies; county.
state, and local, with the Juvenile System. The
Association will be lobbying in Tallahassee for
needed revisions of Ju venile laws, Monello
was also appointed by Judge Lawrence Korda
to the Broward County Criminal Justice
Planning Council. The Council reviews
LEA A grants submitted by municipalities in
the Cou nty . The appointment is for three
years.

the accounting firm of Coopers & Lybrand.
was named to the board of directors of
American Natural Resources Co. A past
president of New Detroit Inc., Doss helped
establish and served as president of the Innt>r
City Business Improvement Forum :ird
directed immplementation of the DetH.... r
Public Schools decentralization program.

Florida at Sarasota effective Sept. 2, 1980,
Donald A. Harney, DPA, (CSA '79), was
appointed by Governor Roben Graham to the

State Purchasing Advisory Council. The
Council will evaluate the State purchasing
practices and policies and will make
recommendations for improvement to city and
county government and school boards across
the state.

leon Stevenson, MBA (CSA '77), a Shell Oil
Company executive in marketing, has become
a local gasoline dealer by opening up two Shell
stations. He is also a licensed real estate
salesman and is licensed as an automobile

Morris F. Bass (CSA '76), has been appointed
vice president of university affa irs at Northwestern State University.

Michael K. Thompson, MSC] (CSA '80), has
been promoted to Training Specialist with the
Dept. of H.R.S., Sunland Center, Marianna.
Florida, an institution for the developmentally

broker. Stevenson is chairman of the Finance
& Budget Committee of the Board of

Directors of the OCTOBER CENTER, loc., a

disabled (mentally retarded).

nonprofit community organization in Fort

Lauderdale. He is also a member of NAACP.
Harold R. Slichter, MSq (CSA '76), A

Muriel K, Elledge·Heimer, Ed.D. (CHE '78).
has been appointed

Provost ,of Brevard
member of the Seaward County Sheriffs _ Community College, Cocoa, Florida ..
Office, attended a breakfast with his daughter,
Jenny, when her school PTA played host to
Charles W, Blackwell, DPA (CSA '79), has
approximately 15 law enforcement officers
been appoi nted Center Research Coordinato r.
recently.
' Center for the Study of Administration. Nova
University.
Harold R. Slichter, MSq (CSA '76), a
member of the Broward County Sheriff's
Charles W. Blackwell, DPA (CSA '79). has
Office, attended a breakfast with his daughter,
been appointed Center Research Coordinator.
Jenny, when her school PTA played host to
Center for the Study of Administration, Nova
approximately 15 law e,nforcement officers
University.
recently.
Tim Redmond, MSq (CSA '80). has been

Dan lester, MS (CSAE '79), has been appointed Chairman of the English Department,

promoted to Corporate Investigator wi i.h
Scotty's Corp. based in Winter Haven.

Chaminade High School, Hollywood, Florida.

Florida,

Totero,

Ed.D.

(CHE

Sam Tracas, Ed.D. (CSLD ' 75), principal of
Amy Blanc Elementary School. Fairfield, CA,
has been selected as the IIDIEI A Fellow and J
participant in the Fellow Institute to be held in
Honolulu, Hawaii. TmC3s was selected from
thousands of admi nistrativt! applicants
throughout the nation . The Theme for the
1980 Fellow Program is "Cu rrem Issues and
Problems of Education: A Sean:h for
Solutions". Nationally prominem leaders in
educat ion and government have been selected
to serve as lnstitutt, faculty .

Myra N. Rose, Ed.D. (CSLD '77). has been

REGION VI
Susan

students attend six different high schools and
the district is one of the larger union high
school districts in California.

'75),

has

developed a college preparatory or personal
en richment program for persons who have
already earned a high school diploma and who
are fluent in the English language. This postgraduate, year-long course is an innovative
course offered at the America n School in
Japan and students may select courses from
80 electives.

louie S. loseph. Ed.D, (CSLD '77), has been
appointed superintendent of the Antelope

Valley Unified School District, (CA).

appointed principal at Lincoln High 5<:hool in
Portland. Oregon.

H. Keith Buhler, Ed.D. (CSLD '78). has been
appointed Administrator for the Church
Schools of SarnO-d. The C hurch Education
System (The Church of Jesus Christ ot LanerDay Saints), consists of 6 elementary o.;('hon\"
with 1 520 students and 58 teachers: one hi~h
school. S70 students and 46 teachers, anJ a
religious education with approximately 4039
students enrolled in early m orn in .~ seminary
for the high school student and 1n.,!i! UI(:~ of
Religion for the college- a~e stmit:O{. A second
high school is planned fOf • H1.

Bob Carter, Ed.D. (CSLD '76), has been

Charles I. Cunningh'am, Ir. DPA, (CSA '76).

appointed superintendent of the Oxnard
Union High School District. The distri(l
serves approximately lS0.000 residents and
14.000 students . An adult progrdm serves
approximately 3.000 student... The 14.000

has been promoted to Brigadier Gener-JI anti is
now Commander, 57th Fighter Weapons
Wing at Nellis Air Force Base. Nevada. The
(ommand indudes duty as Commandant,
USAF Fi1!hter Weapons Schuul.

Chapter Meetings
REGION I

Officers elected tor the HO ' Si vear of arc
President. Archie Morris, DPA -'76: Vice
President & President Elect, William A. Foster,

The Ed. Leaders South Florida Chapter met
on May 30, 1980 at the Centro Vasco
Restaurant in Miami. The following officers
were elected: President, Marwin Kwint; Vice
President, David White; Secretary, Leeomia
Minnis; Treasurer, David Felton. Dr. Kwint set
forth some challenging goals for the Chapter
and we look forward to reading their reports
during the coming year.
Other highlighLS includes testimonials
honoring Sam Ka,lin, retiring Director of
Practicums.

DPA '77. Secretary, Thomas Wilkins, DPA '76.
Treasurer. Chari" Van Hart, DPA 'SO.

A meeting was also held at Fort McNai r
Offkers Club on Au .~ u st 21. 19S0. The guest
speaker was Elijan B. Rogers, the City Administrator. Washington. D.C. Dr. John Clarke
and Toni Steinberg trum the Centr<ll Officc
attended.

REGION V

Deceased

The Dalla .. Melroplex Alumni A ~'if)c iatilln
offi(<:r.... for 19ROJ a1 an:: P ll'~ idl·nl. Gwyn
Brownlee, Ed.D. '77; S<:c.:rC!;tf\ Trl'aSUfer,
Donald Gentsch, EtI.D. '76; C()r.1-mtlL:;cati{ln~
Commim'e, Ann Delaney. Ed .D. ' 7 7: Polit i(al
Committee. Marvin Grantham, E,_LD. '75 :
Conference & lecture Commil!{,t,. Robert
Brown, Ed.D. '76; Undergraduate Advisory
Committee. Dan Rose, Ed .D. 'T7: So(:ial
Comm ittee. Donnie Breedlove, Ed.D . '76;
Consititutlon & Bylaws Committet.'. Herbie

Chester Handleman, Ed.D. (CSLD '75),
June. 19S0. Dr. Handleman's many
publication and activities have been
mentioned in previous copies of the
Alum ni News. He will be sorely missed in
this community.

REGION III (PENNA., N.J.
DEl.)

lohnson, Ed.D. '76, (A ll Ed.Lds. graduates).
Office" of the Mid·AUantic Chapler display their
Charter Certificate, They are: (left to right), Hytolia

The MlD·A TLANTIC AREA CHAPTER
(MAAC) was fonned on May 2, 1980. lames
Barksdale, Ed.D. (CSLD '78) was elected
president; Eugene Bouchard, Ed.D. (CSLD '76),
vice-president;

Hytolia

Roberts·James,

REGION VI

Ed.D.

formation call or write to Dr. Hytolia James,
chapter secretary. at 413 E. Sharpnack St.,
Philadelphia, PA 19119; (215/842·9460).

(CSLD '76), secretary; and Richard Strauss,
Ed.D. (CSLD '79), treasurer.

.... .

A ten-member executive committee was
formed. The members include the four office

holders along with Agnes Barksdale, Ed.D. '79,
Dorothy Hairston·Brown, Ed.D. '75. Marvin
Goldberg, Ed.D. '78, Matthe. Knowles, Ed.D.
'76, Frank Napoli, Ed.D. '80, and Walt.er Scott,
Ed.D. '78 all Ed. Leaders graduates.
Dr. Barksdale invites all eligible graduates
to respond to his request to join the MidAtlantic Area Chapter. For further in-

The National Capital Area Chapter met at
Fort McNair Officers Club in Washington,

D.C. on May 22,1980.
Pat Conklin, Deputy Director of the Federal
Executive Institute at Charlottesville, VA,
and current national president of the
American Society for Public Administrators,
was the featured speaker. It was reponed that
Dr. Conklin was must supportive of the Nova
concept and predicted it would be the "wave

KEY
BSG. . . ..

Behavioral Sciences Center

CSLD .. : . Center for School Leadership
CHE . . ..

Development
Center for Higher Education

CSA . . .. Center for the Study of Ad·

NTEP . .

Roberts-James, Eugene Bouchard, James Barksdale
and Richard Strauss.

ministration, Public Admin.,
Bus. Admin., Cri minal Justice
Programs.
National Teacher Education
Programs

NC

Nova College

LC.

Law Center

of the future ." Dr. Conklin spoke on the
"The Direction in which the Public
Executive will move in the future. "
He sees:
11 continued growth in the public and no
growth; 2] costs up; 3] employee numbers up;
4] rhetoric around limits and no growth; 5]
Continuous interation among state, loc&.I ami
federal governments; 6] decreasing ability of
government to control c hange; 7] greater
emplasis on international government; 8] less
concern with effective management and more
concern with the value of the society; and a
diminishing role to traditional universities
with a major upsurge of the Nova concept.

Fannie E. Brown, Ed.D. (CHE '78) writes that
the San Francisco/Oakland graduates havl'
decided to name their chapter the Nonhern
California/Greater Bay Area Chapter. and
Frances C. Henderson, Ed.D. (CHE '7R), says
that officers will tx: elected .. hortlv .

Mail information about Jour activities to:

Toni Steinberg
National Alumni Association
Nova Universit,/College Afef::oe

Fort lauderdale, Florida 313i<

----------------------------------Have You Sent Us Your New
Address?
The post-office wi ll deliver your mail to your address for a specific-period of ti me only. Se nd
you r new address and receive your Nova Alumni News without interruption . &:nd it NOW .

NAME ________________________________________ ·______
ADDRESS _____________________________________________

-----------------------------------
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First Annual Alumni Commencement Dinner Dance

Three hundred alumni. faculty, staff,
students. and friends and families of the Nova
community came to dine, dance and enjoy the
festiveness of the occasion at the First Annual
Alumni Commencemenr Dinner Dance at
Inverrary Country Club on July 26. the
evening before commencement.
Graduates of every center enjoyed a
sumptuous dinner, toasted one another and
the university with wine. danced to the music
of Dan Leslie's Orchestra, and agreed that the

event was a great success and one of the
happiest they had ever experienced.

Dr. Abraham Fischler, President of Nova,
extended greetings and congratulations to all
the guests. Dr. Stephen .Goldstein, Director of
External Affairs, then introduced some of the
visiting celebrities: Douglas Kiker, NBC News
Correspondent, who was to deliver the
Commencement .Address the following day;
Dr. James J. Gardner, Chairman of the Florida
State Board of Regents; Dr. Carl Crawford,

Provost of the North Campus of Broward
Community College; and Edwin F. Shelley, a
member of the Nova Board of Trustees.
Just before the evening drew to a happy
conclusion, Dr. Goldstein presented graduates
and members of the Nova family with a woodand-brass paperweight etched with a star
symbol of Nova University and engraved with
these words: "Nova University is above all a
humanistic institution. h focuses on the worth
.of the individual. It stimulates men and

women to learn, to strive for academic excellence, and to make a difference in the
world. Through its educational offerings,
research projects, and programs of pu blic
service, the University encourages the free
exchange of ideas and the search fo r
knowledge that is the cornerstone of academic
tradition. " Twelve gifts from local merchants,
a Nova T-Shirt and a Nova tie were distributed
as door prizes by Toni Steinberg and two
members of the A.lumni Dance Committee.
Glorida Reasons and Dennis Dannacher.
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and a grand time was had by all
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